
Partnering with Motorola and its agency Mindshare, and General Motors Europe, YouTube 
worked together with the Online Testing Exchange (OTX) to design and conduct an 
innovative study tackling 3 core objectives:

1. Quantify user engagement on YouTube and TV
2. Measure the branding value of ads on YouTube and TV
3. Understand the combined impact of YouTube and TV advertising on brand perception 

and consideration

The study has demonstrated the value of YouTube as a brand advertising platform where 
users are highly engaged with both content and ads.

YouTube is a lean forward platform

The biometrics methodology revealed that users are 1.5 times more attentive on YouTube than 
when watching TV. In addition, across all ads tested users are more engaged with ads when 
watched on YouTube than on TV; in fact, engagement levels on YouTube are amplified to around 
140% over TV (both positively and negatively).  This confirms the value of YouTube as a lean 
forward platform, where consumers actively choose the content they watch.

Comparing engagement levels across different ads revealed that engagement is higher at the 
beginning of an ad on YouTube compared to TV. Higher engagement levels reward strong 
creative. Content with a narrative and clear structure working particularly well on YouTube.

YouTube ads stand out and are noticed without interrupting user experience

Eye-tracking data collected whilst the respondents were on YouTube demonstrates that 
YouTube adverts really do stand out; the autoroll homepage ads become the hottest part 
of the page and the InVideo banner ads, displayed just below the video frame, sucessfully 
capture users’ attention. The accompanying banner ads are also getting noticed, with users 
spending 50% longer viewing them than a standard display ad.* 

Demonstrating the branding and engagement 
value of YouTube advertising  
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‘Higher levels of audience 
attention often lead to greater 
levels of cognitive and emotive 

processing…and the higher 
a consumer’s cognitive and 

emotive processing, the more 
likely they are to notice ads.’ 

Carl D. Marci,  
M.D. Chief Executive Officer, 

Innerscope Research
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Biometrics methodology

•	 Respondents	are	fitted	
with a biometric vest 
which monitors heart 
rate, physical movement, 
respiratory rate and skin 
conductance.

•	 Collected	data	is	
combined to produce 
a measure of overall 
attention and also  
a second-by-second 
measure of engagement.

*Compared to average ad dwell time of 1.5 seconds, measured in an Eyetools study, 2004.
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Biometics: Attention levels on TV and YouTube

Homepage: silent autoroll InVideo banner



Importantly, when interviewed, the majority of users state that the ads on YouTube are non-
obtrusive and do not interrupt the user experience:

“I really like it. You notice it but it doesn’t get in the way, and if it was 
relevant to what I was watching then that would be even better” 

Male, 22, UK.

Quantitative study

YouTube adverts have a significant impact on brand metrics – multiplying the effect  
on and over TV ads

For both GM Europe and Motorola, watching a video ad on YouTube alone significantly 
increases ad recall and attribution – up to 14% higher than watching the same ad on TV. 
Watching a silent ad on YouTube in addition to a normal TV ad also lifts ad recall and attribution 
above TV alone and up to 15% above control. Importantly, YouTube was able to increase cut-
through not only for these brands’ core audiences but also amongst harder to reach segments 
– such as younger men and infrequent TV viewers.

Finally, where TV ads alone had little impact on purchase consideration the addition of YouTube 
ad impressions was able to lift consideration 5% above control.

Advertising on YouTube has a ‘halo’ effect

For brand attributes, adding YouTube ad impressions to TV was able to drive association  
up to 4x higher than TV alone*. Furthermore, for both brands YouTube ads were able  
to lift brand perception for additional attributes such as ‘innovative’, ‘cool’, ‘dynamic’ and 
‘unconventional’ – demonstrating that advertisers can take advantage of the YouTube brand 
halo effect to lift attributes not necessarily communicated by the campaign itself.

Summary and recommendations

1. Users are 1.5x more attentive on YouTube than TV and are more engaged (positively and 
negatively) with ads on YouTube. Advertisers can capitalise by using strong creative that 
tells a story.

2. YouTube has a multiplier effect on TV advertising – lifting brand metrics even higher 
than YouTube alone – and can shift perceptions of hard to reach audiences such as 
younger consumers and infrequent TV viewers.

3. Advertising on YouTube has a ‘halo’ effect. A brand can attain qualities such as 
‘innovative,’ ‘not boring,’ and ‘dynamic’ without having to incorporate them into the 
campaign itself.

4. Adverts on YouTube are well integrated into the site and do not annoy consumers –  
yet still manage to achieve strong cut-through, with high recall & attribution rates.
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METHODOLOGY NOTES

A combination of 4 different 
methodologies:

1. Biometrics (24 people – TV, 24 
people – YouTube)

2. Eye-tracking (24 people – YouTube)

3. Depth interviews (48 people – TV 
and YouTube)

4. Online quantitative survey (1800 
people TV and YouTube combined)

Stimuli 

YouTube stimuli included: YouTube 
homepage with silent autoroll 
ad followed by 4 YouTube videos. 
InVideo banners were served against 
certain videos, and some watched 
a click-to-play InVideo ad (i.e. TV 
creative on YouTube). 

*For Motorola. For Vauxhall Corsa metrics were driven 3x higher.
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